NEWSLETTER

Portside

Summer
2021

Cabot Cruising Club
Things are finally beginning to change with more
freedom and the move to open up Pubs and
Restaurants
aurants finally happening, albeit with the current
extension to restrictions now taking us to the 19 thJuly.
The Committee will now re-open
open the ‘John Sebastian’
on Thursday 22nd July, however a socially distanced
pontoon party with attendees on their boats will take
place on Saturday July 17th in the Basin similar to a
couple of previously held events.
With the proposed opening looming you will appreciate
that there is loads of work to be undertaken on the JS
that has been put on hold for some time, so Jason
would be grateful if helpers can come forward and
undertake some of the tasks that need completing.
Unfortunately our Bar Manager Seb has had to stand
down due to work commitments, a big thanks to him
for everything. Now welcome Rob Johnson who has
stepped up to replace him and will certainly be looking
to obtain help with the bar in the future. If you can
lend a hand please make yourself known to him. Also to
be welcomed is the new Vice Commodore, Mike Pope.
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Carry on – Up and Down the Avon –

by Mike Pope

The Cabot Cruising Club has been taking advantage of the lovely sunny
weather and the easing of lockdown restrictions, with a couple of boat trips.
Our first venture of the season was up-river, to ensure that all boat systems
and crews were functioning! About 70 people aboard 13 boats nosed out of
the Basin on Saturday 3 April in glorious spring sunshine. Weaving amongst
willow fronds, we pottered up the Feeder Canal, through Netham Lock and
into the Avon, where we found groups of paddle boarders, canoeists and even
swimmers!
Several boats negotiated Hanham Lock and for some, it was a first –
mastering the sequencing of sluices, swinging the great gates and juggling
boats and lines (and dogs!) in the confines of the small lock. As the two pubs
were still covid-closed, we picnicked briefly on their berths, we then turned
for home. Since then, word has it that one of our members has just bought
the Hanham Lock Cottage – so will it be picnicking in his back garden next
time….?
continued......

Portable on board
music system

Negotiating the
lock
Sightseeing on
the Avon
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Carry on – Up and Down the Avon -

Portside
continued.

Emboldened by our up-river experiences, our next flotilla embarked upon a
Channel Dash – Saturday 24 April, departing the harbour on the first lock-out,
racing down to the Channel and returning in time for the last lock-in; all on a
single, rising tide.
This time a dozen boats and about 50 brave souls took part. The sheltered gorge
was beautiful, with sightings of deer and heron chicks on the banks and a
plethora of other small craft enjoying the sunshine. The open Channel, with its
predicted “fresh wind from the NE” was a different matter and the wind-overtide choppy sea caught some by surprise. They discovered, the hard way, that
high speeds + choppiness = lots of broken crockery!
We all locked-in on time, however, with many a tale of derring do, no real
damage done and were back in the tranquil shelter of the Basin, in time for
sundowners.
We’ll have a few more Dashes, then an overnight in Portishead before we begin
to plan more ambitious voyages to Cardiff, Lundy Island and maybe even down to
Padstow…….
Mike Pope - CCC Boating & Sailing

Blue sky,
sunshine
and a
boat, what
more could
you want
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Cabot Cruising Club News

 Unfortunately this is the last issue of ‘Portside’ I will be editing, so a volunteer will be
required to take over the production of this quarterly Newsletter. After 10 years producing
‘Portside’, for various reasons, plus currently not being able to use our boat, somebody
who is at the heart of upcoming functions and trips would be better placed to take over. I
can supply current templates or an artistic person may wish to produce a completely new
and more current style production of their own.
 We are sorry to see Jason and Martin recently decide to move their boats to Portishead,
but the ongoing issue regarding parking I believe influenced their decisions.
 As mentioned in the past, please start thinking about putting your name forward for the
elections in October. The Club needs new faces who have completed their first years
membership to join the Committee and help plan a viable future for the Club.
 John Bartlett our Treasurer has done a great job continuing to obtain grants available to
organisations like ours during the closure period, which has greatly helped our financial
position during this crisis.
 A big welcome to all our new members, happy future boating, be it on the river or out in
the Channel.
 Please ensure you keep your pontoons clean and clear to minimise any trip hazards,
particularly whilst many are not perfect and are still awaiting condition upgrades from the
Harbour office team.
 It is pleasing to see that Mike Pope has been successful in getting members out and about
on their boats, whilst staying within the Government guidelines as the regulations have
eased.

Professional Print and Design
THAT COPY SHOP
14 Alexandra Road
Clevedon
North Somerset
BS21 7QE
01275 342 123
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Looking Back

Pontoon Parties in Bathurst
Basin and Penarth Marina

Waiting for Bristol
Lock to open

Playing in
the Channel
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Lightvessel News
I noticed that Lyndon Pritchard from ‘Friends of LV72’ has been making major strides forward
trying to get people interested in financing some way to enable refloating and restoration of
the steel Lightvessel currently mud bound in the river at Neath. Obviously with the important
part she played in WW2 there is an important historical factor involved here.
For differing reasons but just as importantly we have the requirement to ensure that LV55
‘John Sebastian’ is also saved for future generations, being one of only a couple of original
Trinity House wooden hulled Lightvessels left afloat anywhere, particularly as she is now over
135 years old.
If you are aware of any Companies, Organisations, Projects willing to be involved in the plans
we have to keep and restore LV55 for the future please let someone on the Committee know.
LV55 deserves to be as well known as all the other Bristol Historic Harbour vessels already
supported by Bristol City Council, something which has so far eluded us due to their total
disinterest and continued implementation of obstacles.
Cabot Cruising Club have now been the caretakers of this vessel for over 60 years with
members not only looking after their own boats but undertaking all the maintenance on LV55 as
well. Even so please note that we welcome anybody who has an interest and would like to be
involved in whatever way they can in ensuring LV55 is around for the future generations to
enjoy.

Boat Covers and Sails
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Easy Teriyaki Chicken

Cookery
Corner

Ingredients:


2 tbsp toasted sesame oil



6 skinless and boneless chicken thighs, sliced



2 large garlic cloves, crushed



1 thumb-sized piece ginger, grated



50g runny honey



30ml light soy sauce



1 tbsp rice wine vinegar



1 tbsp sesame seeds , to serve



4 spring onions, shredded, to serve




Serve with rice and steamed bok choi or spring
greens of your choice

Recipe from BBC Good Food

Method


STEP 1
Heat the oil in a non-stick pan over a medium heat. Add the chicken and fry for 7 minutes,
or until golden. Add the garlic and ginger and fry for 2 minutes. Stir in the honey, soy sauce,
vinegar and 100ml water. Bring to the boil and cook for 2 - 5 minutes over a medium
heat until the chicken is sticky and coated in a thick sauce.



STEP 2
Scatter over the spring onions and sesame seeds, then serve the chicken with the rice and
steamed veg.

A 20 minute preparation time meal
for 4 people
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Portside

by Mike Pope

After sustained stormy weather, in which the record for UK wind turbine electricity production was broken
(Friday morning 21 May 2021), foreboding forecasts persisted as CCC boaters met on the pontoons on
Saturday 22 May 2021 for a Skippers’ Briefing. It was early afternoon and there had already been rain
squalls in the morning – so the flotilla’s Portishead weekend remained in the balance…..
All the skippers looked the part, in their wet-weather clothes and life preservers, while their nervous crews
continued stowing gear and making ready aboard. Buoyed-up with collective confidence and a continued
desire to shake off covid restrictions, the final decision to “put to sea”, seemed easier to make than it had
appeared a few hours earlier. The wind was still mischievous and fluky but all 7 boats were keen to go.
Seamanship is hugely about handling your boat and lines in confined spaces but particularly stressful when
everyone on the quayside is watching you! Out at sea there are many concerns but usually not much to
bump into and no audience. So, if you haven’t had a chance to practice with your boat for a while – there’s
plenty to keep you alert in the harbour, long before you even reach the Avon.
The wind toys with you as soon as you leave the safety of the pontoon. Then you’re joining other boats
queuing to pass through the swung-open Guinea Street Bridge, with pedestrians either side waiting to
cross. Once out into the floating harbour, a “race track” is established so that boats can maintain steerage
and distance from one another until the Prince Street Bridge is swung, revealing the next hazards. Paddle
borders, canoes, gigs, coxed 4s and 8s and ferry boats come from all directions. The next RV is at Junction
Lock Bridge. Crews are delighted with all of the colourful activity, oblivious of the skippers who are
warming to their task of dodging everything that’s trying to ram them and maintaining a 360-degree scan
because, annoyingly, problems don’t always appear from the front nor obey the protocols of navigation!
The comparative tranquillity of the Cumberland
Basin is a good place to gather thoughts and
reflect upon the locking sequence scramble and
the very public performance that’s about to begin.
The really good bit about what follows is that the
lock-keepers have seen it all before, and even if
you know what you’re doing, it’s reassuring to
hear their good-natured prompts, “Hold onto your
lines, don’t secure them – or your boat will end up
dangling on the wall!” The next lull is when you’re
all secured and someone else is in charge, while
the huge inner gates swing shut and the waters are
levelled. Then the outer gates open and you’re
finally out into the River Avon – in command of
your ship!
The Avon gorge is always a joy, whatever the season and especially when you’re taking
passengers under Brunel’s iconic bridge for the first time and on out to sea. Usually
there are many enquiries about, “When are we actually in the sea?”. It’s difficult to
coloured mess but its around the time that you
give a precise answer, in a swirling, tea-coloured
start bumping up and down on brown whitecaps!
Now it’s just follow-my-leader down the middle of the river, avoiding other craft that
pass you on the port side, with a courteous wave. Out in the Channel the seamanship
kicks in again because huge container ships can suddenly pop out from Portbury Dock
and pass across your bows and you have to be constantly aware of where you are,
where the mud banks are lurking below the shallows and where you’re heading. In this
case, its Portishead – less than 2 miles distant but maybe there’s time to play before
arriving at precisely the rights time to be in the queue at the breakwater, before lockin. And play we did – the wind had dropped, the sun had appeared and boats went in all
directions, relishing the freedom before being tucked-in again, in the safety of the
marina.
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Windows in the Weather continued....
The schedule was tight and soon about 30 members of the Club were meeting up for dinner in Bottelino’s.
There was double appreciation, the weather had been super-kind, so far, for our boating and it was the
first time that we’d been able to dine together for well over a year!
It was a lovely evening, with happy groups of sun/windburned boaters eating and drinking together in a
very convivial atmosphere. On dispersing, the difficult decision was where to have the final nightcap.
Despite a worrying forecast, Sunday morning brought a few showers but the singing in the rigging and
rhythmic tap of halyards was not as severe as expected – so the homeward trip, always on the mind, might
not be as bumpy as feared…….
There are some very cosy places to have breakfast around the marina and the fragrance of coffee, freshlybaked bread and croissants soon enticed boaters to their tables. Afterwards a few ventured out walking
along the coast or around the town but it wasn’t long before the wind shifted to a southerly and more rain
arrived. It was time to flash up engines and prepare for the return.
Portishead lock filled quickly for the first lock-out of the tide, partly due to Club Members’ desire to get
out on the water again but mostly due to the strong southerly, blowing them directly into the lock! Big,
powerful cruisers were acting like skittish spring lambs – not quite in control of their ungainly legs.
Fortunately, those awaiting took their lines or just grabbed hold of anything to calm their erratic
progress.
The sea was much smoother than expected so the homeward
trip was largely uneventful – which is exactly what you want
on any boating trip, except for the scarcity of salty tales to
Look, onetell! Those with the really big engines romped around the
handed
Channel and up towards the Severn bridges for a while and
then everyone caught the rising tide up the River Avon for the
scheduled lock-in at 4:15 pm. By the time that the slowest
member of the flotilla (Belle Bessie) had arrived at 4:17 pm –
everyone else had long since secured, so they hurled abuse at
her skipper for his tardiness.
The Harbour Staff saw us all through, with their unfailing good
humour and we were all set for our final, line astern parade
through…… a deserted harbour. With our adoring crowds now
cowering from the torrential downpour that finally ended our
otherwise lucky, weather window!

Right hand
down a bit
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I CAN DREAM.....
Have you seen one of the latest offerings from Formula Boats in the USA, the 500 Super Sport
Crossover.
A 50’ amalgamation of a bowrider and cabin sports cruiser fitted with 4 Mercury Quad V12
Verado Outboards producing 600hp each. With this amount of power the vessel although
weighing in at about 20 tonnes is capable of a top speed of 67 MPH. The downside of this is
that the 650 gallon fuel tank could be emptied in 3 hours, as at full speed the consumption is
about 210 gallons per hour. However if you can afford the boat you can afford the fuel.
With a massive walk through cabin, amazing galley and luxury aft stateroom this is certainly a
boat to dream about, although Formula have not released exact prices yet it is expected to be
about 2.5 million US Dollars.
The Mercury Quad V12
Verado Outboards

Picture Formula Boats

These new Mercury
engines are 7.6 litre
600hp units with
steerable gearcases, 2
speed automatic
transmission and contrarotating duoprops.
These engines are very
slender allowing fitting
at 27 inch centres
permitting as much
power as needed to be
installed on the transom
of various boats.

CABOT CRUISING CLUB – A bit of history
Cabot Cruising Club was founded in 1937. Our clubhouse, the ‘John Sebastian’ ex Trinity House
“Light Vessel 55” (LV55) was purchased by the club in 1954, and has been the base for club
operations whilst moored in Bathurst Basin since her doors opened in 1959.
Over 130 Years old, LV55 has had a long and interesting maritime history enduring two world wars as
a guiding light for ships in various locations around the UK before coming into our ownership. It is
now one of the last few remaining wooden lightvessels and a registered historic vessel.
Having the clubhouse overlooking our boats on the pontoons in one of the most attractive parts of
Bristol Harbour creates a superb environment for our members, both boat owners and non boat
owners. CCC are an integral part of the local community.
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Latest Harbour Information as of 1st July 2021
From 17th May 2021
The Harbour is open to visiting craft.
Licensing
Temporary Navigation and Mooring licenses and New Annual Navigation licenses will be
issued.
Powered and Manually Propelled Vessels
Holders of licenses for powered and manually propelled craft may use their vessels within the
limitations set out by the Government during this period.
Licensed, club activity may continue with adherence to limitations set out by the Government
during this period and compliance with relevant association guidelines.
Commercial Activity
Recognised Training Centres, Ferries, Hire Boats, and Leisure Activity Suppliers can operate in the
Harbour with adherence to limitations set out by the Government during this period.
Locking Services
Locking Services at Cumberland Basin and Netham Lock will be available to facilitate trips onto
River Avon for Commercial and Leisure Users.
Requests for Locking Services to facilitate an overnight stay away from home will be accepted.
See relevant Notices to Mariners for details on booking

Harbour Staff
Harbour Staff will be on duty daily from 7:30am until 10pm to carry out dock patrols and locking
and tidal duties.
The emergency telephone service, 0117 9031484, will still be available during operational hours
(using option 2) on the answering service.
Harbour Office
Front of House Services will be available from the Harbour Office between 8:30am and 4:30pm.
You must follow restrictions on entry posted at entrances.
To contact the office by telephone, call 0117 903 1484 between 8:30am until 4:30pm or
email harbour.office@bristol.gov.uk

BOAT FOR SALE
“Phoenix of Bristol” our Fairline 32 Sedan Flybridge is for sale. She is
fitted with twin Volvo Penta AQAD40A diesel engines with 280 single
prop outdrives and hydraulic trim tabs.
She is an early 80s boat but still in nice condition including Propex
central heating and a replacement electric/engine heated calorifier
for a hot shower. If you know anybody who is interested please pass
on my contact details but remember the boat is for sale without the
mooring as per Club rules. (My contact details are on the back page)
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Pirate Stories of the Bristol Channel and Severn Estuary
William de Marisco

John Callis

While English and Welsh pirates were away
plundering Spanish treasure ships, the Algerians
and Spanish raided the Bristol Channel. Lundy
Island was an ideal base for pirate ships. The island
lies in the centre of the Channel, on the
approaches to Newport, Bristol and the upper
estuary. Vikings (800AD) were one of the first to
use it, although a twelfth-century Lord of Lundy,
William de Marisco, famously turned to piracy after
his father quarrelled with King Henry III. De Marisco
was captured in 1242, dragged to London by a
horse and became the first person to be hung,
drawn and quartered as a legal punishment.

John Callis operated not like so many
pirates in the Caribbean but along the
Welsh coast. He was hugely successful
for many years, terrorising the shipping
lanes around the Severn estuary and the
Bristol Channel.
He used several houses and inns as his
base but most notably the Point House
at Angle in Pembrokeshire. When he
was finally captured in 1576 he was an
old man and tried to buy his freedom by
informing on other pirates. It was no
use. He was tried and hanged at
Newport that same year.

Salkeld

Hardwood and Softwood Suppliers

An Englishman called Salkeld staged
a coronation ceremony at which he
was to be crowned Pirate King of
Lundy in the early seventeenth
century. He was stopped by militia
men led by the mayor of Barnstaple.
Salkeld’s gang were mainly French
pirates, who operated from Lundy in
the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. Fortunately, they escaped
the fate that killed Danish
buccaneers who took refuge on Flat
Holm and Steep Holm islands, off
Weston-super-Mare. These starved to
death when the weather stopped
them from leaving.
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Have a Laugh
ANTS
Did you know you can tell the difference between male and female ants by dropping
them in a glass of water?
If it sinks – girl ant.

If it floats – boy ant!!

THE NEAREST BAR
A student asks his instructor, “What’s a bar?”
The instructor replies, “It’s a low-lying navigational hazard, usually awash, found at
river mouths and harbour entrances, where it is composed of sand or mud, plus
ashore, where it is made of mahogany or some other dark wood. Sailors can be
found in large numbers around both.”

A GOOD VIEW
A couple were on a cruising trip. They had gone night sailing and were on the deck
looking up at the sky. One said to the other, “Look
k up. What do you see?”
“Well, I see thousands of stars.”
“And what does that mean to you?”
“Well, I guess it means we will have another nice day tomorrow. What does it mean
to you?”
“Well, to me, it means someone has stolen our bimini!”

Image SUP Bristol

Genuine Insurance Scam
A boat owner filed a claim saying his boat had been stolen from a
closed locked garage.
The problem? The boat was 30 feet long, and the garage it
supposedly was in was only 24 feet long. Instead of having his
claim paid out, he ended up receiving a fine.
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A Few Facts about Smuggling in the Bristol Channel
Bristol was for centuries England's second largest port, and in the 18th century handled the

bulk of the transatlantic trade, so a lot of the contraband landed in the Bristol Channel came
from the West Indies and the American colonies. It was for centuries a centre for illegal
imports in the west.
Early Bristol smugglers were nothing if not brazen. In the 16th century, when Britain was at
war with Spain, Bristol merchants were exporting canon to the enemy. 'Culverin' guns were
exported from the port by the shipload, along with ammunition. These guns were made in the
Forest of Dean iron-foundries, and fetched a high premium abroad. The Spanish Armada was
quite literally armed by the country it was fighting.
In the Elizabethan era, Bristol was famous for wine smuggling from France and the
Mediterranean: according to some reports only half the wine landed paid duty and the customs
officers pocketed a £30 bribe for each ship that landed.
In the 17th century, attention focused on the tobacco trade with Bermuda and Virginia, The
standard way to smuggle goods in was for the ship's master to keep two sets of accounts. One
showed the true cargo: this was for the benefit of its owners. A second set of books was
presented to the customs authorities with a nod and a wink. One example was a ship called
the Bristol Merchant, which docked with 9¼ tons of tobacco on board. It cost the crew £80 to
get the customs officials to turn a blind eye, but this was less than half what they saved in
offs took place at Mother Grindham's Coffee House on Bristol quayside.
duty. Pay-offs
Rather than bribe Bristol officials a lot of the
time other areas to the west of Bristol were
happy to harbour the smugglers, and buy their
goods:

Weston super mare
Close to Bristol, this part of the coast has some features that enabled the Weston smugglers to
run rings around the preventives: the peninsula off Sand Point juts out into the Bristol
Channel, giving a clear view of vessels approaching from all directions. The point was clearly
visible from inland too, and was therefore used as a signal station. The beaches at Middle Hope
to the east of Sand Point were frequently used for landing contraband, and a scout group
camping here in the 1930s discovered a secret tunnel. Unfortunately, they were made to fill it
in before it could be investigated thoroughly.
Another signal point was at Uphill: smugglers there lit beacons at the church, or on Worlebury
Hill, to guide ships to an unguarded section of coast. And at Worle the Church of St Martin's
contains a staircase that rises to an octagonal turret — according to local tradition smugglers
stored contraband in a hiding place (now disappeared) in the church roof. The church was
originally 12th century, though now much altered.
A number of other places were used to
land contraband including Watchet and
nearby St Audries Bay.

"quoted with permission from Smugglers' Britain © Richard Platt 2009".
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CLUB EVENTS

2021

*THESE ARE THE PROJECTED DATES FOR SOME PLANNED EVENTS THIS YEAR. OBVIOUSLY AS TO WHETHER
THEY PROCEED WILL BE SUBJECT TO CURRENT GOVERNMENT COVID GUIDELINES IN FORCE AT THE TIME. AS
MUCH NOTICE AS POSSIBLE WILL BE GIVEN IF CHANGES OR CANCELLATIONS ARE REQUIRED. *
Sat 17 July 2021

Pontoon Party

Thu 22 July 2021

First Club Night of 2021

Sat 10 Jul 2021

Informal Party with Band

Sat 31 July 2021

Cuban Party

Sat 21 Aug 2021

Summer Ball (Harmonica Nick and Friends)

10-12 Sep 2021

Open Doors

Fri 24 Sep 2021

Theatre Production

Sat 9 Oct 2021

Laying Up Dance

To keep up to date on what is happening in and
around BATHURST BASIN also check in on the
following websites:
Friends of Bathurst Basin
(www.fobb.org.uk)
and

The Lightship Theatre
Productions at the Lightship Theatre
are currently being planned and
details and dates will be released as
soon as possible. The first to be
allocated a date will be on the 24th
September.

Merchants Landing Residents Association
(www.mlra.co.uk)

A Touch of Humour









Money can't buy you happiness. But it can buy you
u a yacht big enough to moor
alongside it.
Nothing lasts: Fuel, Varnish, Beer.
At sea, the boat is the professional and the crew are amateurs...
If it isn’t broke only a sailor will fix it.
In the long run, all solutions are temporary. Go ahead and use duct tape
Don’t worry if you lose a winch pawl spring, you will find it, after you buy the
replacement.
If all else fails lower your standards.
Cruising is maintaining your boat away from your home port.
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CLUB TROPHIES
With an easing of lockdown it is pleasing to see a number of members taking their boats out for
various trips both up river and down to the Channel. What most will have forgotten, and new
members probably don’t know about are the Annual Club Trophy Presentations made every year at
the Annual Dinner. Due to Covid the Dinner didn’t take place this year and the giving of trophies
was suspended due to no boats moving anywhere last year.
Although there are a number of different cups and shields that will be
presented at the next Annual Dinner, the main ones everybody should be
aware of are as follows:
Waterways Shield

-Most miles travelled on inland waterways by Narrowboat

Vice Presidents Cup

-Most Miles travelled on inland waterways other than Narrowboat

Jennings-Thomas Cup

-Most Miles travelled by a Motor Cruiser from Bathurst Basin

Vice-Presidents Shield

-Most Miles travelled by a Motor Cruiser moored outside Bathurst Basin

Presidents Cup

-Most Miles travelled by Sail moored outside Bathurst Basin

Commodores Cup

-Most Miles travelled by Sail moored in Bathurst Basin

Griffiths Trophy

-Boat Handling

You should now be logging every trip you take and the associated mileage, even if it is only in and
around the harbour, it all adds up.
So, get out those log books and start recording your trips.

The Red Ensign (Red Duster) – Who can fly it
Charles II issued a Royal Proclamation in 1674
to confirm that the Red Ensign was the appropriate
flag to be worn by British merchant ships.
When asking who can fly the Red Ensign, it might be better to ask who cannot. This is
because for most UK registered vessels, the Red Ensign is a necessity during daylight hours.
The only exception is for those who have been granted permission to fly a special or
privileged Ensign. In these cases, you may see Blue Ensigns (Royal Navy Reserve), White
Ensigns (Royal Navy), or “defaced” versions which feature the addition of certain badges
by special permission. For those without such permission, wearing anything other than an
authorised Ensign is a violation of British and International Law, so definitely to be
avoided! Even if your vessel is not registered, but you and your craft are British, you are
entitled and expected to fly the Red Ensign.
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Inspirational Quotes
"Confronting a storm is like fighting God. All the powers in the universe seem to be against
you and, in an extraordinary way, your irrelevance is at the same time both humbling and
exalting." ―Francis LeGrande
"A sailor is an artist whose medium is the wind. Live passionately, even if it kills you,
because something is going to kill you anyway." ―Webb Chiles
"If you are going to do something, do it now. Tomorrow is too late." —Pete Goss
"Land was created to provide a place for boats to visit." —Brooks Atkinson
Ships are the nearest things to dreams that hands have ever made, for somewhere deep in
their oaken hearts the soul of a song is laid." —Robert N. Rose
"If your ship doesn’t come in, swim out and meet it." —Jonathan Winters

Name
Seaward
Harbour Master
Bristol VTS (Avonmouth)
City Docks Radio (Bristol Lock)
Portishead Marina
Sharpness Lock
Cardiff Barrage
Penarth Marina
Distress, Safety & Calling Channel
Inland
Netham Lock
Hanham Lock

VHF Channel
73
12
14
80
13
18
80
16

01179 776590
07711 403474

Police
(Community Police)

101

Phone
01179
01179
01179
01275
01453
02920
02920

031484
822257
273633
841941
511968
700234
705021
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President:

Bernie Rowe

Vice President:

Martin Peters

Commodore:

Paul Morris

Vice Commodore:

Mike Pope (Social Secretary)

Rear Commodore:

Jason Pullinger (Bosun)

Bar Manager:

Rob Johnson

Hon Secretary:

Stephen Lamb

Hon Treasurer:

John Bartlett

Committee:

Don Norris

-Website & Advertising

Lynda Halliday

-Regalia

Briony Pope

-Theatre Events

Liz Davies

-Membership

John Stokes

-Moorings/Health & Safety

Check our Website and
Facebook page for the
latest information on
what is happening in
the Club.
www.cabotcruisingclub.co.uk

At the Stern

Editors Contact Details:
E-Mail:
p.halliday594@btinternet.com

Further pictures from the
recent visit to Portishead
Marina by Club members
Cartography
“The consequences of
poor cartography could
be dire. During the
Napoleonic Wars, British
losses by shipwreck
caused by bad charts as
well as bad weather
were eight times as
great as those inflicted
by the enemy.

Wilford

Disclaimer
Any information or observations made in this publication are given in good faith, and third party remarks are not necessarily the
opinion of the editor. Accreditation has been given where available

Cabot Cruising Club
‘John Sebastian’, John Sebastian Quay, Bathurst Basin, Bristol, BS1 6SG
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